The major thrust of this study, besides assuming a small V~, is to treat the impurity correlation and many-electron configurations exactly, and to examine under what circumstances such a system could reproduce the experimental properties of dilute magnetic alloy systems. The consequences of this study form a new theory of the dilute alloy which is a significant departure from previous theoretical descriptions. Because the results are so different it is well to briefly summarize the main points, even though heuristic and detailed presentations are also given below.
First, the method used here is rooted in the ionic picture of Schrieffer' and Hirsi (SH) . Products of many-electron impurity states and host conduction-band states are taken as initial states for the alloy system. The equations of motion of the stepping operators4 between many-electron states which differ by one electron are studied in a formalism which combines elements of Feenberg perturbation theory, ' evaluation of truncated secular equations as in degenerate perturbation theory, and a self-consistent determination of thermodynamic correlation functions. ' Second, the strongest effect of the impurity-host coupling is found in what the "Kondo" picture' would describe as a strong-coupling regime, and which in this picture is best described as the near degeneracy of the unperturbed states of the alloy system. To be more explicit the strongest effect of the V~"coupling is found when the energies of an n electron impurity configuration and the N elec tron host Fermi sea are approximately degenerate with n + 1 electron-impur ity configuration and the N+ 1 electron-Fermi sea of the host. That a small matrix element should show its greatest effect when the unperturbed states are degenerate is well known. However, in this context the conditions manifesting a many-electron degeneracy have not been considered before. As is shown below in an heuristic discussion the alloy many-electron degeneracy implies that the impurity configuration energies E"and E""arenot degenerate but differ by an energy equal to the conduction-electron chemical potential p,, that is, E""-E"= p, or E"-E", = p.
The physical relevance of this condition rests on two consequences of this study. First, the unperturbed energy E""-E"-p. occurs as one of the atomic limit interconfigurational excitation energies (ICEE's) of impurity Green's function when the host and impurity are in equilibrium. Second, our calculation for the coupled system derives a termperative-dependent energy shift 5E" for these poles of the impurity Green's CON The work done in this paper differs from previous theoretical treatments in that the Anderson" HF criterion for the presence of a magnetic moment is definitely not used. While Anderson's treatment has been criticized by many' on the grounds that it lacks rotational invariance and does not hold in the b, -0 limit, it still retains a strong following, especially in the experimental literature. The criterion for magnetic behavior to be developed in this paper is simply a question of whether the impurity is weakly enough coupled to the Fermi sea to be able to independently orient its spin or whether it is strongly correlated with the rest of the conduction electrons.
The results of this paper also differ markedly from the large body of literature" which is based on the "Kondo" themes of the impurity inducing a many-body correlated state in the host conductionelectron gas. In particular, the widely held idea of the Kondo effect being caused by a narrow resonance at the Fermi energy which is not an impurity interconfigurational excitation energy is rejected. Bather, the perspective af this work is that the ICEE peaks are not necesarily wide in energy, that estimates of the widths of the z~a nd c"+U peaks in the 8-shell model have been derived througn interpretations of the model in a HF sense and could be too large. The perspective of this paper attempts to explore the proposition that the dilute magnetic alloy behavior is caused by manyelectron effects localized on the impurity site and not spread out through a cloud of surrounding conduction electrons. This picture of the magnetic behavior of the ion being localized is quite consistent with the experimental results of neutron sca,ttering and other microscopic probes. "
Because of the recent application of Wilson' (3.3) where n is an operator. The time dependence of an operator 8 is given by (h = 1) (3.4) The Fourier transformed Green's function G~,(~) may then be written as (3.11) where '$ deriotes the filled shell; also, all the b" are written with respect to some canonical ordering of the single-particle orbitals c", . Judd ' has discussed the utilization of this sort of invariant I~i n second-quantized treatments of /" atomic shells. The ICEE vectors P"(c,P) can he normalized by using the thermal inner product ilg"(n, P)ll'=(( P"(n, P), (7j"(n, P))) . (3.12) We write the normalized ICEE vectors without the tilde, P"(o., P). These vectors are precisely the orthonormal eigenvectors of L (in the atomic limit), and they connect impurity configurations with a single-electron difference: using (2.2), (3.13) This orthonormal set of eigenvectors of L is complete in this case so we can expand the c~, ' s in the atomic limit impurity Green's function using By utilizing the properties of the Lie group" associated with the electron states in an atomic shell, an orthonormal set of interconfiguration excitation operators can be constructed by forming (3.10) where the operator I~i s the invariant of the filled shell.~' For a d shell this may be written as the standard eigenfunction expansion. The result for this case is ((c~"(u& - 
It can be explicity verified that LQ' = (E, + U)@~; (3.18) (3.1 f) Ie = c~)cg)cg)c« (3.15) The operator acting between the one-and twoelectron configurations is (+) 4s 4 2( S t S) -egg(cggcg~cg~cg~) cggc qa which may be simplified as n";c", . A simple calculation shows that the normalized version of this operator is~( (cg, 4.(o, P)))1' (3 14) u -~" (o., P)
For the atomic limit (3.14) is nothing more than a rewrite of (3.2) , since it is possible in this case to compute directly the grand canonical partition function as implied in (3.2) . The real utility of (3.14) is that the inner product can be written out in terms of equal time expectation values of related matrix elements of the inverse of (3.8) (3.20) giving the one-electron Green's function (3. 21)
The thermodynamic self-consistency conditions whose solutions generate the underlying grand canonical ensemble partition function are obtained from (3.20) as the two equations (s = + 1) (n, & = (1 -(n; & )f ', ' + (n;&f, ", (3.22) where f, '"' = (. P~t, '"'&f, ', "'& The f, '"' ar.e calculcated using the standard Green's function techniques. (-) Actually there is no justification for neglecting the real part of the self-energy, even in the weakeoupling limit since it gives a contribution which is of the same size as the shift hE~"~. Accordingly we must study the real part of the self-energy.
As detailed in Appendix A, the derivation of the impurity resonance energy e(" yields in the weak coupling limit Fig. 3. ) C. Zero-field susceptibility The expression for the zero-field magnetic susceptibility of the impurity is given even in the interacting case by the same expression (3.24) to the thermopower for the same theoretical parameters which gave a good fit to the resistivity in Fig. 1 . To recover this expansion here it is necessary to evaluate our expression for X'~( 3.24) using an approximation for f, '"'. The zeroth-order expansion of this second term is Scalapino's first term e'"'= c + -U(1+x) -6E&r& (4.48) it is straightforward to show that, in the same regime (s~, &0, c~, + U&0, T &T'"') that Scalapino It is of interest to note that the best theoretical fit to the low-T data suggests that the second peak in the heat capaci. ty due to the other ICEE is cloSe enough to the lowest one that it may have already been seen experimentally (see Fig. 6 ). C~""=-g (1-(n"-)), ' +(n"-) 
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)(c~~";c", l('=(n~g f, " +(ng-, ( l-ns, -n~-, )), (n",n"-") =(n. . . ) (n;")+O(V"-) .
These approximations have the obvious advantage that our self-consistency equations are closed, in that all thermal expectations can be computed by a limited number of correlation functions. The different contributions to the self-energy can now be written out: 
Having done this it is now necessary to be careful about how the denominators e(P; (0) Note that these energies involve just the energy of a conduction electron or hole along with the twoelectron or non-electron impurity state.
To proceed in greater detail with the reduced self-energy of each of these intermediate states is to introduce quite a bit more detail into this problem than is useful. Therefore we set (A20) To carry out the approximation scheme more carefully we must now determine good approximations for the various reduced energy denominators e(Q; e). These energies will contain a diagonal energy and a reduced self-energy arising from the off-diagorial matrix elements. In all cases the diagonal energy must be determined, but one might hope to approximate the reduced self-energy because of our weak-coupling limitation. Care must be taken in these approximations to examine the effect 6f sums over intermediate states. where the neglected terms j.nvolve more than one coT o complete the demonstration we examine the first moment of the exact Green's function, ((c., «.))= g la, ", ,""~'&, "+&, ". , )
n' "n' "n+1 ((@(r", r""),@(r", r"")))=&""+&""", (o3) where P" is the probability at temperature T and &n chemical potential p, (in the grand cononical ensemble) that n-electron state y" is occupied. P. W. Anderson, Phys. Rev. 124, 41 (1961) .
